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A. Look at the list and put the sentences under the correct column. (5x1p=5p) 

 

helpful- reliable – stingy –honest – crazy – unreliable – keep secrets – rude – trust the friends – 

  

GOOD FRIEND BAD FRIEND 

  

  

  

  

  
  

 

   B.  Put the sentences into the correct charts (20x1=20p) 
                           

 

                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

Physical Appearance                                                                     Personality   
 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

C. Circle the correct one, adjective or adverb.(5x2p=10p) 

 

1. Left-brained people solve the problems    logical / logically. 

 

2. Right-brained people are    imaginative / imaginatively. 

 

3. Left-brained people are    realistic / realistically. 

 

4. Right-brained people think    intuitive / intuitively. 

honest    trustworthy         supportive       helpful        tall       beautiful   shy 

rude  funny    handsome      plumb   reliable 

medium height   hardworking   medium weight 

cheerful  slim  kind   nice   sincere
  

 
 



 

5. They drive car careful / carefully. 

 

   

D. Fill in the blans with “and-but-because” (5x1p=5p) 

 

1. Many people don’t like 13 __________ it is an unlucky number. 

2. Bill is very tall __________ strong. 

3. Susan can sing __________ dance very well. 

4. Mary is tall __________ I’m not. 

5. I have got a sister __________ I haven’t got a brother. 

 

 

 

E. Fill in the blanks with  “should”, “shouldn’t”. (5x2=10p) 

 

1. It is snowy. You  ____________ drive slowly. 

2. You are a student. You  ____________ go to bed late. 

3. You  _____________ smoke. It's not healthy. 
4.  We ______________ eat fresh fruit. 

5.  It is rainy. You _______________ take your umbrella. 

 

 

 

   F. Choose the correct answer.  (10x1=10p) 

 

 

   1.   I like listening so I'm a(n) ……………………………….. learner.            

    a) Visual                 b) auditory            c) kinaesthetic              d) sensitive 

 

   2. …………….. learners can't sit quietly in the classroom. 

      a) visual                 b) auditory            c) kinaesthetic               d)  generous      

 

   3. I learn better when my teacher draws pictures and tables on the board. I'm a(n) ………. 

learner.  

      a) visual                 b) auditory            c) kinaesthetic                d) stingy   

 

   4. If you have ………….. intelligence, you are good at solving problems. 

      a) mathematical     b) musical                  c) interpersonal          d) linguistic 

 

  5. If you have intrapersonal intelligence, …………………………………….. 

      a) you like being with your friends   b) you're good at dancing 

      c) you like being on your own              d) you like math problems 

 

  6. Kinaesthetic learners usually want to see, feel or ………… the objects. 

      a) solve               b) run                          c) look                           d) touch   

 

  7. Our ……………….. has got two parts. Right and Left. 

     a) toes          b) people    c) friend       d) brain        

                                           

 8. My father is really ………….. He is always with us when we need help. 

 a) stingy b) generous c) supportive d) slim 

 



 9. Alice has got a good  ………. of humour. She is really funny. 

 a) sense b) bicycle c) friendship d) homework 

 

10. ……….. qualities should a true friend have? 

 

a) Where b)What c)Why d)When 

 

 

  G.  Look at the speec bubbles and choose one of the inteligence, write it. (8x2=16p) 

 

 

 
1.                                                      2.   

                                                                                 
           _____________________________                                           ___________ 

 

3.      4. 

                                                                        
        ___________________________                                                __________ 

                                                         

 

5.                                                                         6. 

                                                                         
          ___________________________                                           _________ 

                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                      

7.                                                                            8. 

                                                                                          

                                                                  
                 

 

 

       
H. Look at the pictures and match with the underlined words. (8x2=16p) 

I am good at languages. 

I like speaking. 
I am good at math. 

I like solving problems. 

I feel comfortable in a crowd. 

I like going to parties. 
I don't like going to 

parties. 

I like being on my own. 

I am interested in music. 

I'm good at playing musical 

instruments. I am interested in Pictures. 

I enjoy drawing. 

     I always want to move. 

    I love dancing and playing     

    all games.   

I never spend time out 

I like staying at home at 

weekends. 

Visual Intelligence – Kinaesthetic Intelligence – Intrapersonal Intelligence – Musical Intelligence – 

Interpersonal Intelligence-Verbal Inteligence-Mathematical Inteligence 

Verbal Linguistic Intelligence -  Mathematical Intelligence 



 

 

1) David is always   KIND .Whenever he sees a woman going outside, he opens the 

door. 

2) My elder sister is a very good student. She is very  HARDWORKINDG. 

3) I like playing together with my classmates. They are very  FRIENDLY. 

4) He is  UNHAPPY  at the party now. He is crying.  

5) My son is a   LAZY  student. He doesn’t study his lessons. 

6) Damla is very   SHY.  She cannot talk to boys 

7) I like my uncle because,  he is  FUNNY. 

8) Jack has got lots of money but he doesn’t help poor people. he is STINGY. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

İ. Match the sentences.  (8x1=8p) 

 

 
            1.She can’t drink this coffee.               (…….)           a) because they are too old. 

 
    2.Mehmet can run fast.                            (…….)            b) because it is too cold. 

    3. I can’t wear these  trousers.              (…….)          c) because, It is too expensive. 

                          4. He can’t buy this sports car.               (…….)         d) because, it is too hot 

                          5.The children can’t play in the garden.  (…….)         e) because,it is too difficult. 

 6 .I can’t eat this soup.       (…….)                      f ) because I’m tall enough. 

           

             7. I can open the window.           (…….)                                     g) because  it is too salty.   

 

             8. We can’t answer this questions.  (…….)                                h ) because he is enough young. 

 

 

 

 

                                                  

                                                     

                                                                      GOOD LUCK!!! 


